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INTRODUCTION 
In this paper, which is a continuation of [19, 22],r we will prove the 
foIlowing result. 
THEOREM. Let G be a simple &group, all of whose 2-local subgroups are 
2-constrained. Then G z PSL,( 17). 
Here, as in [19,22], a e-group is a group of order 2a3b17c, all whose proper 
simple sections are isomorphic to PSL,(17). Thus the thrust of the present 
theorem is to reduce the study of arbitrary &groups to that of e-groups of 
component type. 
We would have liked to actually complete the classification of all e-groups 
in the present paper, but we have decided against this. The methodology for 
such an undertaking is certainly available; in fact some work of Aschbacher 
(cf. [1]) together with some consequences of [8] essentially reduces the 
problem to showing that O(C,(x)) = 1 for x an involution of G. However, 
to carry this out would be quite lengthy. Moreover it appears likely that such 
a result may soon be available in a far more general setting than the 
present one. Thus to avoid duplication of effort we will content ourselves 
with the present theorem. 
The numbering of lemmas, sections, and references, as well as notations, is 
a continuation of [19,22]. 
5. PROOF OF THE MAIN THEOREM 
In this section we will prove the theorem stated in the Introduction, so from 
now on G is a minimal counterexample to the theorem. 
* Supported by N.S.F. GP-42875. 
‘Sources referred to in this paper are listed in Reference sections of G. Mason, 
Finite groups of order 2”3b17c, I, J Algebra 40 (1976), 309-339 and G. Mason, Finite 
groups of order 2”3*17”, II, J. Algebra 41 (1976), 327-346. 
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As a consequence of results obtained in [19, 221, we know that G satisfies 
the following properties. 
(1) G has 2-local p-rank at most 2, p = 3, 17. 
(2) 3 E ~a and 3 E ua . 
(3) All 3-local subgroups are solvable. 
We will assume these properties of G throughout the paper, and will often 
omit any explicit reference to them. 
Throughout the balance of the paper, P will denote a fixed Sylow 3-sub- 
group of G. First we record some simple consequences of the properties of G 
listed above. 
LEMMA 5.1. The following conditions hold. 
(a) Each nonsolvable proper subgroup of G has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
(b) &V’; 2) f (1). 
(c) If Q E +(P) then O&C(Q)) is transitive on &*(Q, x; 2) for all 
XEQ#. 
Proof. (a) is immediate from property (3) while (c) follows from (a) and 
a standard argument. Finally, (b) is a simple consequence of(c) and property 
(2), so all parts of the lemma are proved. 
LEMMA 5.2. G has a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup which contains a Sylow 
2-subgroup of G. 
Proof. Let F be a nonidentity 2-subgroup of G such that N(F) is non- 
solvable, and maximize ( F / then 1 N(F)/ subject to this condition. Notice 
that F exists by Proposition O(b). Let N = N(F). 
Choice of F ensures that F is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S(N), while by Lemma 
5.1 (a) N has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. Next we show that F = S(N). For 
otherwise S(N) has a nonidentity Sylow 17-subgroup, say W. By Lemma 
4.0(c), m(W) < 2. If m(W) = 2 then N/O,,,,(N) has a subgroup isomorphic 
to SL,(17), and maximality of F is contradicted. On the other hand if W is 
cyclic then C,(W) is nonsolvable so if R is a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(W) then 
R is cyclic by Lemma 5.1 (a). Note that we also get 17 E ‘ITS by Lemma 4.0 (c), 
so Sylow 17-subgroups of C(R) are cyclic. As C(R) is solvable, however, we 
easily find that W centralizes a Sylow 3-subgroup of C(R). This is not the case, 
so we have shown that F = S(N). 
Finally, let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N. If J&T) ,< F the result follows 
by maximality of ] N(F)j. On the other hand if J,(T) 4 F we easily find, since 
N/F G PSL,( 17) or PGL,(17), that C,(Z(F)) is nonsolvable. Thus if z is a 
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central involution of G contained in Z(F) then C(z) is nonsolvable and con- 
tains both N and a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. The lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.3. H,(P; 17) = (1). 
Proof. Otherwise, we can choose 1 f WE I&-*(P; 17). Now by Lemma 
5.1 (a) N = N(W) is solvable. It follows that O,(N) contains a Sylow 17- 
subgroup of N, and hence that W is a Sylow 17-subgroup of G. Now let M be 
a 2-local subgroup of G satisfying the conclusions of Lemma 5.2. Then 
G=kW,soIG:NI =/M:MnNl is a power of 2. By the structure of 
111, the only subgroups of M of index a power of 2 are nonsolvable, so M n AT 
is nonsolvable. This is a contradiction, and the lemma follows. 
LEMMA 5.4. If Q E e2(P) then kI,(Q; 17) = (1). 
Proof. Suppose false, and choose 1 # WeJ&*(Q; 17). As 3 E ~a then 
2 = &(2(P)) < Q. If C,(x) + 1 for some z E Z# the solvability of C,(z) 
yields C,(z) :< O,(C(z)), against Lemma 5.3. Thus in fact C,(z) = 1 for 
.z E Z#, and in particular 1 Z 1 = 3. Moreover, if we choose y E Q - Z with 
C,,(y) I/‘- 1 then m(C,(y)) > 2. We fix such a y and set L = C,(y). 
Now choose 1 # F E &*(P; 2): F exists by Lemma 5.1 (b). As P is faithful 
on F, P is also faithful on F,, = [F, Z] and on I’ = F,,/+(F,). Since C,(Z) = 1 
we have V = <C,(.r)i 1 < (x) < Q, (x) # Z). Since Z has order 3 then P 
is nonabelian, so the subgroups of Q of order 3 and distinct from Z are con- 
jugate in P. Hence, if 1 C,(y)l = 4 then / I/ / = 26. In this case we get 
P c+ GL(6,2), so P c+ Z, 2 Z, . As 3 E ~a this further yields I P 1 = 27 and 
P is extra-special of exponent 3. But G has a nonsolvable 2-local whose 
Sylow 3-subgroup has exponent 9. This is a contradiction which proves that 
I C,(y)\ > 16. 
We can now show that O,(L) f 1. Indeed if this is not the case then C,( y)Z 
acts faithfully on O,,(L). Lemma 4.0(c) and [17, Lemma 5.341 yield that 
C,(y) has 2-rank at most 2. If C,(y) h as a Z-invariant 4-group E with E = 
[E, Z] we get C(Z) n O,,(L) # 1, against Lemma 4.28. On the other hand if 
Z centralizes a 4-group E of C,(y) then C(e) n O,,(L) is cyclic for e E E# by 
Lemma 4.0(c), so again we get C(Z) n O,,(L) # 1. We deduce that C,(y) 
is of symplectic type. Since C,(y) has rank at most 2 we get 
I[CF(YMC,b)), Zll = 4. 
But I C,(y)i > 16. This is the desired contradiction, so we have shown that 
O,(L) # 1. 
This now yields, since m(C,(y)) 3 2, than 17 6~~. Hence we get 
[W, y] = 1. Observe also that W is a Sylow 17-subgroup of G. 
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Now extend O,(L) to an element H EI&*(QW, 2). If x E Q - (y) then 
C,(X) = 1, so C,(X) # 1. Thus H E&(Q, X; 2) for all x E Q+. As O,(C(Q)) 
is a 2-group by Lemma 5.3, it follows that EI,*(Q; 2) = &*(P; 2) has a 
unique maximal element H*, and of course H < H*. If H = H* then 
P < N(H), so W EII(P; 17), against Lemma 5.3. So in fact H < H* and 
hence H < H1 = N,,(H). Suppose that J&HI) ,( H. Then M(j,(H1)) = 
N(H), so H1 = H*. But then P < N(H*) < N(J,(H*)) = A-(r(H), contra- 
diction. We conclude that /k(HJ $ H, so there is an abelian group A < H1 
with ZTl(A) = 1, m(A) = m(H,), A 4 H. Chose a E A - H and set S = 
(Q, a), s = SHIH, Then s = (9) x &, where S,, is 2-closed and is 
faithful on w = WH/H. If a inverts w then the fact that a inverts a hyper- 
plane of SZ,(Z(H)) f orces W to centralize SZ,(Z(H)). On the other hand if d 
does not invert w then [g, p] centralizes fil(Z(H)). But in this case some 
S-conjugate of a, say 6, inverts C&a). S ince b centralizes a hyperplane of 
&+(Z(H)) we get [C&a), sZ,(Z(H))] = 1, so in any case W centralizes 
Q1(Z(H)). As !&(Z(H)) contains a central involution z of G we get II/ < C(z), 
so 1 G: C,(z)1 is a power of 3. This contradicts Proposition O(d), so the lemma 
follows. 
LEMMA 5.5. The following conditions hold. 
(a) Ho*(P; 3’) has a unique maximal element F, andF is a 2-group. 
(b) &*(Q; 3’) = {F} for aZ1 Q E Ed. 
(c) If Q E ez(P) then Q I ies in a unique maximal subgroup M of G, where 
M = N,(F). 
Proof. Suppose that (a) holds. Then (b) follows from (a), Lemmas 5.4 
and 5.1(c), and a standard argument. As for (c), suppose that Q .< L < G 
with B a Sylow 3-subgroup of O,,,,(L). Then L = O,,(L) N,(B) and moreover 
O,,(L) ,( F, where {F,,) = &*(B; 3’). U m ‘q ueness of F,, also forces N(B) < 
N(F,,), so Q < L < N(F,). N ow we get F,, = F, so L < N(F) and (c) follows. 
Thus all hinges on proving (a). 
By Lemma 5.3 each element of &*(P; 3’) is a 2-group, so we only need 
show that &*(P; 2) has a unique element. 
Case 1. P is nonabeliun. Here the desired conclusion is again a con- 
sequence of transitivity arguments. For let F E kI,*(P; 2) with p E g(P). 
As P is nonabelian then U < Z(P), so if Z = Q1(Z(P)) then Z < U and the 
subgroups of U of order 3 distinct from Z are conjugate in P. As P is faithful 
on F we can choose 1 # (y) < U with C,(y) # 1, so all three P-conjugates 
of (y) have nontrivial fixed points on F. Since F was an arbitrary element of 
&*(P; 2) we get EI,*(P; 2) = &*(P, y; 2). But Lemma 5.4 yields that 
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O&C(U)) is a 2-group, so by Lemma 5.1(c) we get (F} = I&*(P,y; 2). 
Hence the desired result holds in Case 1. 
Case 2. P is abelian. In this case set Q = Q,(P). If (a) is false the above 
argument allows us to assume that kI,*(P; 2) has exactly two elements, say 
Fl and F2, and that each of the four subgroups of Q of order 3 has a non- 
trivial fixed-point subgroup on precisely one of Fl , F, . Let Ni = 
N(F,), with Ti a Sylow 2-subgroup of Ni , i = 1, 2. First we show that 
Je(Ti) < F, for at least one value of i E (1, 21, so suppose false. Let (u), 
(v) be the two subgroups of Q of order 3 with nontrivial fixed points on Fl . 
Then by [17, Lemma 5.581 we have Fl = CFI(u) x CFl(v). As J,(T,) 4 Fl 
we can choose an abelian subgroup A < Tl with W(A) = 1, m(A) = m( T,), 
A < Fl . Choose a E A - Fl . As Nl/Fl has 2-rank at most 2 we have, if 
I- = Ql(Z(F,)), that j Y: Cr(a)i < 4. Suppose that a = fn where f EFl 
and n E NT(P)*. Then also ! Y: Cr(n)i < 4. If II inverts a subgroup of P of 
order at least 9, say P,, , we get [Q(P,,), Z(F,)] = 1. As 
-W’,) = Z(C,(4> x Z(C,W) 
this is impossible, so II centralizes W(P). This forces P to be of type (3, 3”). 
Note that e >, 2, so that n centralizes ?P(P) # 1. This argument also yields 
that C(Ql(U1(P)) n Z(F,) # 1, so that Ql(W(P)) = (u) or (v). Since 
W’z) % Fz 7 we similarly get C(Q,(W(P))) n Z(F,) # 1. But this is im- 
possible as CFo(u) = CFz(u) = 1. So our claim follows, and we may assume 
that Je( Tl) < Fl . Hence Tl is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and N(J,(T,)) is 
solvable by Lemma 5.1(a). 
Next, let 119 be a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup of G containing Tl as in 
Lemma 5.2. By the last paragraph we have Je(TJ $ O,(M), so as M/O,(M) 
is isomorphic to PSLa(17) or PGLa(17) we get that C,(Z(O,(M))) is non- 
solvable. Let K be a Sylow 17-subgroup of n/r, let L = N,(K), and suppose to 
begin with that 2(0,(M)) is noncyclic. Now L is a 3’-group by Lemma 5.3, 
hence is certainly solvable. As 2(0,(M)) <L and is noncychc we easily get 
O,(L) # 1 by Lemma 4.0(c), hence 17 E rr2 . As we have argued numerous 
times before, this quickly yields the existence of a solvable (2, 17}-subgroup 
H of G with Sylow 2-subgroup Tl and 17-rank 2. As Ni = N(J,(T,)) is 
a 17’-group then H = C,(Z(T,)), so as Z(T,) < Z(O,(M)) then C,(Z(T,)) is 
a nonsolvable subgroup of G with 17-rank 2. In fact, since G has no elements 
of order 3.17 by Lemma 5.3 then O,,,,(C(Z(T,))) has 17-rank 2, and we can 
extend C(Z( TJ) to a maximal subgroup X of G such that X contains a Sylow 
17-subgroup of G. Consequently / G: X / is a power of 3, so G = XP. But 
now Nr contains both a Sylow 2- and a Sylow 3-subgroup of X, so Ni is 
nonsolvable. This is a contradiction, so we have shown that Z(O,(M)) is 
cyclic. Hence, Z(T,) is also cyclic. 
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Finally, consider Nr again. We have that N,/O,,,(N,) C D, and Fr = 
O&W = CFl(4 x C@). So Tl = FINT1(P), K-,(P) c-+ 4 , and -W,) = 
C(NrJP)) n Z(F,). As Z(T,) is cyclic this forces Z(C,(u)) and Z(CF,(v)) to 
have rank at most 4. But then I # al(P) centralizes both Z(C,l(~)) and 
Z(CFl(v)). This is a contradiction, so Case 2 is compIeted and the lemma is 
proved. 
Observe that the penultimate paragraph of the last lemma contains a proof 
Of 
LEMMA 5.6. Nonsolvable 24ocaE subgroups of G have cyclic Sylow 17- 
subgroups. 
We retain the notation of Lemma 5.5, and let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
M. From Lemma 5.5 we see that M is a 17’-group, so M = TP. 
LEMMA 5.7. Suppose that Je( T) $ F. Then there is an involution z E Z(T) 
satisfying C,(z) # 1. 
Proof. We have F = O,(M) by L emma 5.5. We set Z = Z(F), Y = 
Q,(Z). As Je( T) 4 F there is an abelian subgroup A < T with al(A) = 1, 
n(A) = m(T), A $ F. Choose a E A - F. 
Suppose to begin with that P is abelian. Then M has 3-length 1, so a E T = 
FN,(P), so a = fn with f E F, n E N,(P)+. Hence, n induces an involution 
on P and 1 Y: CY(a)I = 1 Y: C,(n)1 < 4. Let 1 # P, be a cyclic subgroup of 
P inverted with PI = Ql(P,,). Then ICY, P]/ < 16, so we get [Y, W(P,,)J = 1. 
Thus the lemma follows if 1 P,, 1 3 9, so we may assume that / P, / = 3. 
As P has exponent at least 9 then P is of type (3,3”), a 3 2. If P, = [P, (n)], 
Y,, = C,(P,), we still have 1 Y: Y,, / < 16. Moreover as P is not homocyclic 
then A,(P) is abelian and hence Y, 4 T. If Y0 # 1 then I/,, n Z(T) # I 
and we are done. So we may assume that Y,, = 1, in which case 
I Y I < 16. In this case 1 # W(P) centralizes Y. So the lemma holds if P 
is abelian. 
Now suppose that P is nonabelian. We will show that [I; Q,(Z(P))] = 1 
in this case, which certainly implies the required result. Set B = P n O,,,,(M), 
so that T = FNr(B). Thus a = fn with f E F, ft E N,(B), and n induces an 
involution on B. As P is noncyclic then B is noncyclic so B contains an 
(n)-invariant subgroup U E (3, 3). As 3 E us and P is nonabeiian then 
Z(P) is cyclic and Q,(Z(P)) < U. M oreover, the subgroups of U of order 3 
distinct from L&(Z(P)) are conjugate in P, and it follows easily that (n) nor- 
malizes a subgroup U, of U such that U, = L?(Z(P,)) for some Sylow 3- 
subgroup PI of M. We show that [Y, U,] = 1. Indeed set Yr = [Y, U,] and 
suppose that Yr # 1. Then PI is faithful on Yr . If U, = [U, , (n>] then 
1 Yr I < 16 forcing PI to be abelian. This is false, so [Vi , in>] = 1. From 
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this we deduce that / A: A n F 1 = 2 and so 1 Yr : Crl(n)I < 2. As L’, 
centralizes n and Crl( U,) = 1 we actually get [Yr , n] = 1. We also have 
now that U, = Q,(Z(P)) so that Y1 admits P faithfully. As [Yr , n] = 1 
then [B, in)] = 1. This is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
We now assume 
HYPOTHESIS 5.1. T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 5.8. The following hold. 
(a) 17E0,. 
(b) If S is a solvable subgroup of G containing T then S is a (2, 3)-group. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) is false. By Lemma 4.0(c) we get 17 E rra and 
17EUa, so we can choose We (17, 17) with 1 # HE&*( W; 2). By Lemma 
5.6, N(H) is solvable so let K be a Hall (2, 17}-subgroup of N(H) with Ka a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of K. By [16, Lemma 4.41 there is a characteristic sub- 
group 1 f X of K, with NK(X) h aving 17-rank 2. It iollows that if H is 
chosen to have maximal order subject to being normal%ed by a subgroup of 
type (17, 17), then N(H) contains a Sylow 2-subgrou, of G. Thus we have 
shown that if (a) is false then (b) is also false, so it suffices to prove (b). 
In proving (b) we may assume by way of contradict,on that S is a solvable 
(2, 17)-subgroup containing T and having nontrivial Sylow 17-subgroup W. 
As 2 E w4 then O(S) = 1 and S = -Vs(Je(T)) C,(Z( T)). 
Suppose to begin with that Je(T) < F, so that M = Nc(Je(T)). As M is a 
l-/‘-group by Lemma 5.5 it follows that S = C,(Z(T)). Furthermore, if N 
is a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup of G containing T (N exists by Lemma 5.2) 
we have J&T) +I N, so N < C,(Z(T)). As S < C,(Z(T)) Lemma 5.6 is 
contradicted. Hence, we must have JJT) $ F. 
By Lemma 5.7 we now get that C,(z) + 1 for some involution .a E Z(T)+. 
Thus T is not a maximal (2, 3}-subgroup of C,(x), so C,(z) is solvable. If 
now N is as the last paragraph, we get ye(T) 4 N, so with Lemma 5.6 we 
deduce that S = C,(Z(T)) < C,(z). 
Finally, considerL = C,(z). Let& be a Sylow p-subgroup of L, p = 3, 17, 
such that (T, L, , L,,) is a Sylow System of L. By the last paragraph we have 
L, # 1 forp = 3, 17. As an easy consequence of Lemma 5.5 and the fact that 
M is a (2, 3}-group we get that L,L,, is a Frobenius group with kernel L,, , 
in particular m(L,,) > 2. By Lemma 4.0(c) we get 17 E o2 , 17 E nz . 
Let H = O,(L). As T ,( L then H E Mo*(L17 ; 2), in particular 
H E&*(L,, > x; 2) for all x E Lr7 satisfying C,(x) # 1. A standard argument 
yields that N,(H) contains a Sylow 17-subgroup of G, so L,, is a Sylow 17- 
subgroup of G. But now 1 G: C,(z)1 is a power of 3, against Proposition 
O(d). The lemma is thus proved. 
&/41/Z-8 
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All we really need at this point is the analog of Lemma 4.18. We therefore 
define a set Y of subgroup G as follows. SE 9’ if (a) S < M, (b) 3 1 1 S 1, 
(c) S has 2-rank at least 3. 
LEMMA 5.9. M is the unique maximal subgroup of G containing any element 
of.9. 
Proof. Otherwise, there is SE 9 and a subgroup L < G such that 
S < L 4 iki’. We choose such an L to maximize / M n L ]a, then 1 L Ia, then 
IL /. As S < L and S has 2-rank at least 3 then O,(L) # 1 by Lemma 5.6, 
so L is a 2-local subgroup of G. As M is a (2, 3}-group then S is also a (2, 3}- 
group, so let S = S,S, with S, a Sylow p-subgroup of S, p = 2, 3. By 
Lemma 5.5 S, is cyclic, while S, # 1 by definition. Now S ,( L n M, so 
L n iU E Y, so we may assume that S = L n M. 
Suppose to begin with that L is nonsolvable. By Lemma 5.5 C,(Sa) < M, 
so S contains a Sylow 3-subgroup ofL and S, s 2,. Let D = M n O,(L) = 
S n O,(L) f 1. D = O,(L) then of courseF(S) = O,(S). If D < O,(L) then 
S < N,(D) and N,(D) $ M. S o maximality of / L n M I2 yields 
/ JV,~(D)I, = /L n M j2 = 1 S, /; that is, S, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N,+,(D) and S = N,bf(D). This is enough to ensure that F(S) = O,(S), so 
in any case O(S) = 1. Now by [17, Lemma 5.541 we obtain the 
existence of a characteristic subgroup 1 f X of S, with al(&) < N,(X). 
As L is nonsolvable S, is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of L, so I NL(X)12 > j S, /, 
so maximality of i M n L /a forces NG(X) $ M. But S,U1(Ss) E Y, so 
/ N,\,(X)/, = 1 S, 1. This forces S, to be a Sylow 2-subgroup of M and hence 
also of G. This is not the case, so L is solvable. 
Suppose that L has order divisible by 17. As a straightforward consequence 
of Lemma 5.5 it follows that a Hall (3, 17}-subgroup of L is a Frobenius 
group with kernel a Sylow 17-subgroup of L. Thus L has noncyclic Sylow 
17-subgroups, against Lemma 5.8(a). Hence, L is a (2, 3j-group. 
As L has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups we get O,(S) = S n O,(L) 5: O,(L). 
Arguing as in Lemma 4.18, we deduce that F < O,(S) z< O,(L). Now M/F 
has Sylow 2-subgroups which are isomorphic to some 2-subgroup of GL,(3), 
so W GOD,, . We will show that in fact T/F E QD,, . For otherwise 
I T: F / < 8, in which case I O,(L): F I < 4. Now it follows that O,(L) = 
No,~t~(F)C,2~,~(S,) < M, so L < M. This is false, so T/F E QD,, . As a 
result of this it follows that P is nonabelian. Now if JJT) < F then clearly 
F 4 L, which is false. So JJT) < F. Combined with the fact that P is 
nonabelian, the proof of Lemma 4.32 yields that C,(Z(F)) # 1. By 
Lemma 4.30 we easily deduce that C,(Z) < M for all z E Z(T)#. Moreover, 
if X is any nonsolvable 2-local with Sylow 2-subgroup X, , this yields 
x = ~xUeFfzW 
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At this stage we have reached essentially the same conditions as those 
prevailing in Lemma 3.18. The proof of Lemma 3.18 thus goes through, and 
so provides us with the desired contradiction. The lemma is proved. 
LEMhlA 5.10. f!ypothesis 5.1 fads. 
Pmof. Let L be a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup of G such that P n L is a 
Sylow 3-subgroup of L. Set B = O,(L), (x) = Q,(P r\L). We have 
C(x) n Z(B) # 1, so we get z E Co(x) < M by Lemma 5.5 for all 
z E C(x) n Z(B)+. For any such z we get that C,(z) contains an element of 
y, so C,(z) < M by Lemma 5.9. As x E Z(B) then B < M, so B(x) E 9’. 
As B(x) < L we get L < M by another application of Lemma 5.9. As M 
is solvable this is absurd, so the lemma follows. 
HYPOTHESIS 5.2. T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
LEMMA 5.11. P is abelian. 
Proof. Suppose false. As T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G then Je( T) 6 F, 
so by the proof of Lemma 5.7 we have [Ql(Z(P)), Y] = 1, where 
Y = Q,(Z(F)). 
Suppose that P has maximal class. If j P / = 27 then P is extra-special of 
exponent 3. As P has exponent at least 9 this is impossible, so / P / 3 3J. 
Hence, P/Q,(Z(P)) is nonabelian of maximal class. Now the proof of Lemma 
5.7 shows that [Y, Q,(Z(P/Ql(Z(P))))] = 1, that is, [Y, Z,(P)] = 1. But then 
as C(Y) contains Z,(P) s (3,3) we get C(y) < M for all y E Ye by Lemma 
5.5(c). As Y contains a central involution of G this contradicts Hypothesis 5.2. 
We have thus shown that P is not of maximal class. 
As P is not abelian it is not metacyclic by [I 11, so by Blackburn’s classi- 
fication of 3-groups R with SCN,(R) = D (Satz 12.4 [lo, cf.]) we conclude 
that Q,(P) * (3, 3) that is P contains an extra-special subgroup E of order 27 
and exponent 3. Suppose that 1 C,(e)1 < 4 for e E E - l&(2(P)), and let 
E = E/.n,(Z(P)). S’ mce Y = (C,(e)1 2~ E+) we get 1 Y 1 < 2*. Thus 
P G GL,(2), so P G 2, x (2, \ 2,). As SCN,(P) = (Z and P has exponent at 
least 9 the only possibility is that P is metacyclic, hence abelian. This is not 
the case. So we have shown that there is e E E - l&(2(P)) with j C,(e)] > 8; 
that is, i C,(E,JI > 8 where E, = (e, Q,(Z(P))) z (3, 3). By Lemma 5.5(c) 
we get C(e) < M for all e E &if, in particular if Y0 < Y, / Y: Y, 1 < 4, 
then Y, n C,(EJ + 1 and so C(Y,) < M. 
Next, as T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G then clearly V(ccl,( Y); T) < F. 
So there is g E G such that X = Yg < T, X $ F. As T/F G GL,(2) 
then m(T/F) < 2. so / X: X n C(Y)1 < 4. Let X,, = X n C(Y). By the 
last paragraph we get Y < C(X,) < Ms. Hence we also have j Y: C,(X)\ < 4. 
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Now if V* = V(ccl,( Y); T) < C,(Y) then clearly M = C,(Y) N,,( V*), 
so as P is not metacyclic then NM(V*) has noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroups, so 
N,(V*) < M by Lemma 5.5(c). But then T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, 
contradiction. We conclude that I/* < C,(Y), so we may assume that 
X g C,,,(Y). Thus 2 < [ X: C’,(X)1 < 4, and of course 2 < / Y: C,(X)/ < 4 
also. 
Suppose there is x E X+ such that 1 Y: C,(x)/ = 2. Setting M = M/F and 
noting that M has 3-length 1 (cf. [17, Lemma 15.3]), f normalizes an extra- 
special subgroup i? of P of exponent 3 and order 27 (the existence of E has 
already been established). As x centralizes a hyperplane of Y then 
[Y, (.v)] = (z) has order 2, and a simple argument shows that a subgroup 
of ,!? of order 9 centralizes (a). By Lemma 5.5 we get C,(Z) contained uniquely 
in M. 
Now if j Y: C,(X)/ = 1 X: C,(Y)/ = 2, with [X, Y] = (z), the last 
paragraph yields that C(x) is contained uniquely in both M and MQ, against 
Lemma 5.5. Thus we may assume without loss that / Y: C,(X)/ = 4. 
Again let ,?? be an extra-special subgroup of P which admits 1. Then 
E = [E, X] and as j I’: C,(X)1 = 4 then / Y: C,(E)1 < 16. In fact as 
C(Y) has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups then Y, = [Y, E] has order 16. As we 
have observed before, [Z(E), Y] = 1, so if ,?? = E/Z(E) then Y0 = CrO(J?J x 
C,O(,!$) where & is a subgroup of i? of order 3 and CrO(&) has order 4 for 
i=l,2. As [Y:C,(X)/ <4 we get &qaX for i-1,2. Now set 
wi = Cyo(Eii) f or i = 1, 2. Observe that Co(w) < M for all w E Wi# by 
Lemma 5.5. But if ZI E WI - Cwl(X) then I X: C,(e)1 = 2 and [X, (v)] = 
(z} < W, . By the last paragraph we get C,(Z) contained uniquely in M”. 
As C,(Z) < M this is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
We keep Y = &$(2(F)) in the following. 
LEMMA 5.12. T/F is elementary abelian of order 4. 
Proof. As P is abeiian by Lemma 5.11 then / T: F I 3 4 by a result of 
Smith and Tyrer [23]. If P is not homocyclic the result follows, so we may 
assume that P is homocyclic of exponent at least 9. As JJT) < F there is an 
involution x E A,(P) with / Y: C,(x)1 < 4, so we get that 1 # V([P, (x}]) 
centralizes Y. As T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G then C,(Y) is a nonidentity 
cyclic subgroup of P. Hence T/F is not irreducible on P, and the result 
follows. 
LEMMA 5.13. One of the following holds. 
(a) C,(Y) = 1. 
(b) C,(Q) = I, where Q = 52,(P). 
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Proof. Suppose false. Then 1 # C,(Y) = P,, is cyclic by Lemma 5.5. 
Set Y0 = C,(Q) so that Y,, # 1 by hypothesis. By Lemma 5.12 we get 
Y,, u T, so we can choose y E Y,,# n Z(T). 
Now as T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G we can choose a 2-element 
t E N,(T) - T with t2 E T. Of course, t 6 1M. Set y0 = yt so that 
y0 E SZ,(Z(T)) < Y. Since Q < C(y) then C(y,,) < Mt by Lemma 5.5. But 
we also have P,, < C(y,,), so a second application of Lemma 5.5 yields 
M = Mt, so t EM. This is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
We consider (a) of Lemma 5.13 first. 
LEMMA 5.14. C,(Y) # 1. 
Proof. Suppose false, so that C,(Y) = 1. As P is abelian of exponent at 
least 9 then m(Y) > 8. As je( T) 4 F we can choose an abelian subgroup 
A < T with m(A) = m(T), W(A) = 1, A < F. Thus / A: A n F 1 < 4, 
sojY:C,(a)l <4fora~A.NowifIA:AnF/ =4wefind,sinceAF/Fis 
faithful on PF/F, that [W(P), Y] = 1. As W(P) # 1 this contradicts our 
hypothesis, so 1 A: A n F j = 2 and if a E A -F then 1 Y: C,(a)1 = 2. 
Now we easily see that P = P,, x PI where / P,, I = 3, 1 PI 1 = 3d > 9, 
1 Y: C,(P,)l = 4, and FP,, 4 M, FP, 4 M. Set Y,, = C,(P,J. Thus 
m(Y,) 2 6. 
Next we show that C(Y,) < M whenever j Y: Yr / < 4. First observe 
that if y E Y,# then Cc(y) is solvable. This follows from Lemma 5.5 and the 
fact that Sylow 3-subgroups of C,(y) are of order 3. Hence, if j Y: Yr 1 < 4 
then Yr n Y, # 1, so C( Y,) is certainly solvable. 
If Yr = Y,, then C(Y,,) < N(Y,) < M, the latter containment by Lemma 
5.5 and the fact that Y,, 4 M. So we may assume that Yr # Y,, , in which 
case C(Y,) is a 3’-group. Now Lemma 5.5, [17, Lemma 5.341, and the fact 
that M is a {2,3}-group together yield that if Tl is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
C( YJ then F < Tl . Hence, there is a a-element t E M - F with Yr < C,(t). 
Let M = M/F, so that t is faithful on P. If t inverts pi we get CP1(Y) # 1, 
contradiction. Hence f inverts p,, , so I C,(t): YO / < 2, so also 1 Yr : 
Yr n I’, I < 2. Set Ya = Y, n Yr , and let (x) = sZ,(P,). As m(Y,,) > 26 
and j Y0 : Ya I = 2 then D = Ya n Yzz n Yz” # 1. By Lemma 5.5 we have 
N,(D) < M, so C(Y,) < C(D) < N(D) < M as required. 
Now as F = C,(Y) we certainly have V(ccl,(Y); T) z& F, so choose 
X=Y~<T,X$Fforsomeg~G.LetX,,=XnF,sothatlX:X,J <4. 
By the last paragraph we have Y < C(X,,) < MB, so I Y: C,(X)1 < 4. Now if 
1 X: C,(Y)/ = 4 then we may choose x E X - C,(Y) such that x inverts pi . 
But then as I Y: C,(x)1 < 4 we get [Y, L’,(P,)] = 1, a contradiction. Thus in 
fact I X: C,(Y)1 = 2. Moreover it follows that x still inverts p, , so we have 
shown that I V(ccl,(Y); T) F: F / = 2. 
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Now choose y E Y,# n Z(T). We will show that Cc(y) < M. We have 
already observed that C(y) is solvable, so let K = C(y) and suppose that 
K < M. Note that PO is a Sylow 3-subgroup of K by Lemma 5.5. We begin 
by showing that K is a (2,3}-group. Indeed we have argued to such a con- 
clusion a number of times before. Namely, if 1 # Kl, is a Sylow 17-subgroup 
of K permutable with PO then, as M is a {2,3}-group, we get that K,,P, is a 
Frobenius group with kernel Kl, . So m(K,,) > 2, so by Lemma 4.0(c) we get 
17Erf,. Choose H E&*(K,,P,, ; 2). By Lemma 5.6 N(H) is solvable, and 
we get H ~kl,*(K,, ; 2). A standard argument yields that N(H) contains a 
Sylow 17-subgroup of G, and [16, Lemma 4.41 yields that N(H) contains a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Now we get, since P is abelian, that &o N(H)g = 
nzEP N(H)” 2 P, , against the simplicity of G. This proves that K is a 
{2,3}-group. 
Having already established the equality / V(ccl,(Y); T)F: F 1 = 2, the 
argument of [17, Lemma 15.1 l](in particular, paragraphs 11 through 14) 
now suffices to yield a contradiction. So we have proved that C,(y) < M 
whenever y E Y,# n Z(T). 
Now with a as in the first paragraph of the proof, we have [Y, , a] = 1. 
As T/F z (2, 2) by Lemma 5.12 and as m(YJ > 6, it follows that 
m(YO n Z(T)) 3 3. Let t be a 2-element of NG(T) - M with t2 E T: t exists 
as T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Let 2, = Y,, n Z(T). As m(.Z,,) > 3 
and 1 Y: Y,, / = 4 then .Zot n Y,, # 1. Let z E 2, n YO#. By the last para- 
graph we have C,(z) < Mt. But as z E Y,, then PO < C,(x), so with Lemma 
5.5 we conclude that M = Mt, that is t EM. This is a contradiction which 
proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.15. 1 Y 1 = 4. 
Proof. Suppose false, so that 1 Y / 3 8. By Lemma 5.14 we have PO = 
C,(Y) # 1. By Lemma 5.13 we get C,(Q) = 1 where Q = L+(P). We will 
use this last fact repeatedly in what follows. 
First of all, suppose that P/P,, is noncyclic. As P/P,, is faithful on Y then 
we can choose x E P - PO such that C,(x) # 1 and (PO, x) is noncyclic. As 
C,(X) = C,(Q) this is not the case, so P/P,, is cyclic. Hence, P = P,, x PI 
with PIF c~ M. 
As Ql(Pl) is fixed-point-free on Y then m(Y) is even, so as 1 Y j > 8 we 
actually get I Y I > 16. Now the proof of [17, Lemma 15.1, Case I] shows 
that C(Y,) < M whenever / Y: Y, 1 < 2. 
Since Je(T) < F we can choose an abelian subgroup A =$ T with m(A) = 
m(T),B(A) = l,A <FF.Supposethat/A:AnF]=4.AsIY:C,(A)I<4 
it follows that I Y: C,(Q,(P,))I < 16, so as C,(Q) = 1 then I Y / = 16. 
Let M = M/F, with (a) = Cn(pi) and A = (a;&) where (a, b) < A. 
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If [Y, a] = I then (A n F, Y, a) is elementary abelian of rank at least 
m(A) + 1, a contradiction. Thus [Y, u] # 1. As C,(Qr(P,)) = 1 then 
[ Y: C,(a)1 = 4, so C,(a) = C,(A). As 6inverts p1 we get [C,(A), Pr] = 1. 
This is also false, so we have shown that / A: A n F / = 2. 
Let a E A -F, so that 1 Y: Cr(a)i < 2. As 1 Y 1 > 16 then a cannot invert 
pr , so [s, Pr] = 1. As C,.(P,) = 1 we get [Y, u] = 1. Thus we have shown 
that T,, = C,(Y) = F(u), and I T: To I = 2. 
Now as T is not a Sylow 2-group of G then V(ccl,(Y); T) 4 F. We will 
show that To = V(cclo(Y); T)F. Otherwise, we can choose g E G such that 
X=Y~<T,X~T,.ThenifX,,=XnT,,weget~X:X,/=2,so 
Y < C(X,) < Mu. By symmetry we get I Y: C,(X)/ = 2, so if x E X - X0 
then x centralizes a hyperplane of Y. However 5 must invert pr, so 
as 1 Y 1 > 16 then C,(P,) $; 1. This is false, so we conclude that X does 
not exist. Thus V(cclc(Y); T)F = T,, , as required. 
Next, choose z E Y# such that z is a central involution of G, and set 
K = C,(Z). Suppose that K is solvable. As P, is a Sylow 3-subgroup of I( 
and as z inverts p,, it follows that F = T,, r\ O,(K), and furthermore 
Tl = T n O,(K) where Tl covers C+(pr). As T is not a Sylow 2-subgroup 
of G then Tl < O,(K). But by the last paragraph we have V(ccl,(Y); 
Tl)) = NG( V(ccl,( Y); F)) = M. Th is is a contradiction, so we conclude that 
K is not solvable. 
By Lemma 5.6 K has cyclic Sylow 17-subgroups, so K/O,(K) is isomorphic 
to PSL,(17) or PGL,(17). Note also that P,, , being a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of K, is cyclic of order 9. Suppose now that O,(K) $ T. Then 
Tl = T n O,(K) < O,(K), and we obtain a contradiction as before. Hence, 
we may assume that O,(K) < T. As P, normalizes F we get / O,(K): 
O,(K) n F / < 2, and since no element of K - O,(K) centralizes a subgroup 
of Oz(K) of index 2 it follows that Y < O,(K) n F. 
Now let K, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, and hence also of G. If 
Je(K2) < O,(K) we get Je(K2) = Je(02(K)) = J,(T), against the fact that 
a E IF(T) - O,(K). We conclude that Je(K,) 4 O,(K), in which case 
C,(Z(O,(K))) is nonsolvable. Since Y < 2(0,(K) n F), 1 O,(K) : 
O,(K) n F j -(- 2, and / Y 1 > 16, it follows that I Y n Z(O,(K))I > 4. Set 
77 = E’ n 2(0,(K)). 
As C,(V) is nonsolvable it contains a subgroup W of order 17. Consider 
the group N(W). By Lemma 5.5 N(W) is a 3’-group, hence solvable. As 
V contains a 4-group, [V, W] = 1 and C(V) is nonsolvable for each z, E I’#, 
Lemma 5.6 yields that O,,(N(W)) is cyclic, so O,(N(W)) # 1. Lemma 
4.0(c) now yields that 17 t ~a . An argument identical to one given in the 
course of the proof of Lemma 5.14 quickly establishes that N(W) can be 
extended to a maximal subgroup S of G such that S is a Hall (2, 3}-subgroup 
of G. Let S, be a Sylow 2-subgroup of S. By [17, Lemma 5.531 we have 
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S = C,(Z(S,)) Ns(je(Sz)). However, as C,(Z(S,)) g K is nonsolvable we 
conclude that S = Nc(Je(Sz)). 
Next suppose that / P 1 < 34. Then / G: S 1 < 34, so G C; &, , so Sylow 
17-subgroups of G are elementary abelian. As 17 E =a we conclude that 
Sylow 17-subgroups of G are of type (17, 17). This contradicts Proposition 
00, so we have shown that I P / > 35. As j PO 1 = 32 then 1 PI / > 33. 
Finally, consider the group L = N,(V(ccl,(Y); T). We have seen that 
V(ccl,( Y); T) = V(cclo(Y); T,,), so as T, 4 T,,P, we get PI < L. As 
/ PI I > 33 then L is solvable. Let L* be a maximal (2, 3}-subgroup of G 
containing L, with L, a Sylow 2-subgroup of L*. By [17, Lemma 5.541 we 
get V(P,) < NLt(J,(L2)) C,,(Z(L,)). But if CL*(Z(LJ) has order divisible by 
3 it follows that O,(P,) mG &(P,). This is not the case, so C,,(Z(L,)) is a 
3’-group, so W(P,) < NL*(J,(L2)). Hence J,(L,) 4 L*. As L* is a maximal 
(2, 3}-group containing L we conclude that L, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
But then PI < N(J,(L2)) wC S. This is absurd as S is a 3’-group, so the 
lemma is proved. 
Let T* be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G which contains T, and set 
2 = Q,(Z(T*)). We have Z < Y, so 1 Z I = 2 by Lemma 5.15. We further 
set PO = C,(Y). As P,, is cyclic by Lemma 5.5 and as I Y j = 4 we get 
P = P,, x PI where / PI I = 3, and FP, 4 M. We retain all of this notation 
for the remainder of the proof. 
LEMMA 5.16. C,(Z) is nonsoZvabZe. 
Proof. Suppose false. By Lemma 5.5 we get, since C(Z) < M, that 
C(Z) has cyclic 3-subgroups and trivial Sylow 17-subgroups. Hence, C(Z) = 
T*P,, . Set K = C(Z). 
Now let N be a nonsolvable 2-local subgroup of G with Sylow 2-subgroup 
T*: N exists by Proposition O(b). Since K is solvable we certainly have 
N # C,(Z(T*)), so C,(Z(O,(N))) is solvable. Hence m(Z(O,(H))) > 8, 
and we easily see that J,(T*) u N and J,(T*) 4 N (here, we are using the 
notation of [ 17, Lemma 5.531). 
By [17, Lemma 5.541 we have that 1 # W(P,,) < NK(JO( T*)) NK(Z(J1( T*))). 
We conclude that T*W(P,,) < N. But as N is nonsolvable, T* is a maximal 
solvable subgroup of N. This is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.17. The following conditions hold: 
(a) 17 Eur. 
(b) If A is a noncyclic 2-subgroup of G then C,(A) is a (2, 3)-group. 
Proof. Suppose that (a) is false, and let 1 # H be a 2-group normalized 
by an elementary abelian subgroup of type (17, 17). As we have observed 
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before (cf. the proof of Lemma 5.14), this leads to the existence of a Hall 
(2, 17)~subgroup H* of G. Thus G = H*P. But P = PO x PI where 
/ PI / = 3 and P,, < C(Z). By the last lemma we get / P, 1 = 9, so 1 P / = 27, 
sojG:H*I =27andGG&. This is of course impossible, so (a) follows. 
As for (b), let A be a noncyclic 2-subgroup of G centralized by a group X 
of order 17. By (a) we have that O,,(C(X)) has odd order, while Lemma 5.5 
ensures that C(X) is a 3’-group, hence solvable. Hence, A is faithful on some 
A-invariant Sylow 17-subgroup of Or,,,,, (C(X)). But then there is an involu- 
tion a E A# such that a centralizes a noncyclic 17-subgroup of O,,,,,,(C(X)). 
This contradicts (a), and so all parts of the lemma are proved. 
LEMMA 5.18. Let K = C,(Z), H = O,(K). Then Y < H. 
Proof. We have Y = Q,(Z(F)) g (2, 2), so as P is faithful on Y then F 
is not elementary abelian, so Y n 4(F) # 1. Thus, Y = [Y, P] < 4(F). 
Now we certainly have Y < K, and moreover [Y, P,,] = 1. If Y $ H, 
and if R = K/H, the structure of Aut(PSLa(17)) = PGLa(17) forces i( = -. - 
O,(K)Y. As Y <F ,( K we deduce that Y 4 +4(F), against the previous 
paragraph. The lemma is proved. 
We retain the notation of Lemma 5.18. 
LEMMA 5.19. His not of symplectic type. 
Proof. For suppose that His of symplectic type, of width w. As H admits 
the faithful action of a group of order 17 we get w > 4. 
Now PI is transitive on Y#, so if we choose y E Y - Z and set Z* = (y), 
K* = C,(Z*), H* = O,(K*), we get Kg K*, so H* is also of sym- 
plectic-type. Now Y < H by Lemma 5.18, so C&Z*) contains an 
extra-special subgroup E of width zu - 1 with Z = Z(E), and of course 
E < K*. As K*/H* has 2-rank 2 and as E has width at least 3 then E n H* 
is not elementary abelian. Hence, we get Z = q5(E n H*) < QI($(H*)) = Z*. 
This is a contradiction, so the lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 5.20. Let E be an elementary abelian subgroup of K such that E/Z 
is a chief factor of K. Then the following hold. 
(a) E/Z is a faithful K/H-module. 
(b) j E: Z j > 2*. 
(c) E < M. 
(d) E <F = O,(M). 
Proof. Note that such an E exists by Lemma 5.19. Since E/Z is a chief- 
factor of K and since [H, E] < Ewe certainly have [H, E] < Z. On the other 
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hand if X is a subgroup of K of order 17 then C,(X) = 2 by Lemma 5.17(b). 
Part (a) is now immediate, while (b) follows from (a). 
As [H, E] < 2 and as Y < H by Lemma 5.18 we get [Y, E] < 2 < Y, 
so E < N(Y) = M and (c) holds. 
Finally, we must show that E < F, so suppose that E $ F. Since 
[E, PO] < E and FP, 4 M it follows that / E: E n F 1 = 2, and if we set 
m = M/F then E inverts p1 . Now since F < K then /F: F n H / < 2. 
Moreover [F n H, E] < 2, so if we set m = M/Y then [E, Fz] = 1. 
We conclude that pr centralizes a subspace of p/$(E) of codimension 2. Let 
pr be the inverse image of C(pJ n (&(p)) in P, so that j P: Fr 1 = 4, with 
FI the inverse image of pr in F. Now FI u F, 1 F: FI 1 = 4. If Y < 4(F) then 
as [PI , FI] < Y we get [P, , FJ = 1, against the fact that [PI , Y] = Y. 
Hence Y n +(FI) = 1. If +(FJ # 1 then as $(FI) 4 F we get +(FI) n Z(F) # 1 
that is Y n $(F,) # 1. This is false, so $(FI) = 1 and FI is elementary abelian. 
As 1 F: FI 1 = 4 and 1 Y 1 = 1 QI(Z(F))l = 4 by Lemma 5.15, we conclude 
that m(F,) < 8. On the other hand [QI(P,), F] < FI , so P,, is faithful on 
[Er , sZ,(P,)]. As Y < FI and [Y, P,] = 1 it follows from m([FI , Q,(P,,)]) > 6 
that m(F,) > 8. So in fact m(F,) = 8. As / Y 1 = 4 it follows that FI is the 
unique elementary abelian subgroup of F of rank 8. However, since / E 1 > 2s 
by part (b) we get m(E n F) 3 8, so we must have E n F = FI . But then 
[E, Y] = 1, so [PI , Y] = 1. This is a contradiction which proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 5.21. Let E be as in Lemma 5.20. Then the following hold. 
(a) M is the unique maximal subgroup of G which contains TP, 
(b) [Vccl,(E); T), Yl f 1. 
Proof. First we prove (a), so suppose that TP, < S < G. By Lemma 
5.5 PI is not contained in a cyclic subgroup of order 9, so S is solvable. If S 
has noncyclic Sylow 3-subgroups we get S < M by Lemma 5.5 again, so we 
may assume that S has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. Hence, PI is a Sylow 3-sub- 
group of S. By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.17(a) we get that S is a (2, 3}-group. 
Finally, since / Y j = 4 by Lemma 5.15, the proof of [17, Lemma 15.211 
shows that T is a Sylow 2-subgroup of S, so S = TP, < M as required. 
As for(b), suppose that [V(ccl,(E); T), Y] = 1. In this case N,(V(ccl,(E); 
T)) > TP, , so by (a) we get iVc(V(cclo(E); T)) < M. This forces T to be a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, contradiction. So all parts of the lemma are proved. 
LEMMA 5.22. Suppose that E, is a hyperplane of E such that Z 4 E, . 
Then C(E,) < K. 
Proof. Thompson [17, Lemma 15.21, first paragraph of the proof] proves 
that F is transitive on the hyperplanes of E not containing Z, so if the lemma 
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is false than C(E,) < K for all hyperplanes I!?,, of E not containing 2. If E, 
is a hyperplane of E containing 2 we also have C(E,) < C(Z) = K, so 
C(I&,) < K for each hyperplane E. of E. 
According to Lemma 5.21(b), there is a conjugate D = Egof E such that 
D < T, [D, Y] # 1, By Lemma 5.20 (d) we have D # E. So g $ N(E) = K, 
so 2 # Zg. Now we also have 1 D: C,(Y)/ = 2, so by the last paragraph we 
get T < C,(C,(Y)) < Kg, so Y normalizes D. Suppose that Y < Oz(Kg). 
Then [Y, D] < ZQ, so as D normalizes Y we get [Y, D] < 26 n 2 = 1. 
This is false, so Y $ O,(K ). 
Finally, set z@ = Kg/H . We have 1 y 1 = 2 and moreover D/Z is a faithful 
B-module by Lemma 5.20. But this is impossible as T centralizes a hyper- 
plane of D, so the lemma is proved. 
We are at last in a position to complete the proof of the main theorem of 
this paper. We may choose a subgroup S of 02(K mod H) such that S/H= & 
and such that P2 = Q,(P,,) is a Sylow 3-subgroup of S. Let B/Z be a chief 
factor of S with B < E. 
Case 1. [B, P2] = 1. In this case B is a 4-group. Choose b E B - 2 and 
set L = C,(b). We can certainly choose a hyperplane E,, of E such that 
2 Q E,, , b E Eo. By Lemma 5.22 we have C(E,,) $ K, so of course L $ K. 
Next, we have M n K < HN,(P,). Clearly, C,(b) $ HN,(P,), so we 
deduce that L < M. By Lemma 5.5 L has cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups. 
Suppose that L contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Then (b) N 2 and 
L - K. Since P2 is contained in both L and K it follows that there is g E N(P,) 
such that Lg = K. By Lemma 5.5 we get g EM, so (b) = Zg-’ < ZM = Y. 
So in this case B = <b, Z) = Y, whence Y 4 S and S < M. This contra- 
dicts a previous remark, so we have established that L does not contain a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Next, we show that L is solvable, so suppose false. Set X = Qn,(Z(02(L))). 
By the last paragraph we must have 1 X / 3 4, so by Lemma 5.17(b) we 
conclude that m(X) 3 9. Now if To = O,(TP,,) the structure of M ensures 
that Z = G$(Z(T,J), so as / To : H n T,, I < 2 and C,(T,> = Z(T,) we 
conclude from Lemma 5.17(b) that Z = Q,(Z(H)). From this it follows that 
Z < &C,(b)), so Z < O,(L), so X ,( K. As X 4 XC,(b) we find that in 
fact X < H. Now I H: C,(b)/ = 2, so if Ho = C,(b) n O,(L) then 
) H: Ho j < 8 and of course [Ho , X] = 1. As m(X) > 9 we conclude that 
m(Z(H)) 3 2. This is not the case, so we have indeed shown thatL is solvable. 
Finally, we have seen that Z(H) is cyclic, so as I H: C,(b)] = 2 then 
m(Z(C,(b))) = 2. It follows that B = (b, Z) = Q,(Z(C,(b))). As L is solvable 
with cyclic Sylow 3-subgroups then C,(b) < O,(L), and moreover, 
[Z(O,(L)), Z] = 1. w e conclude first that Z(O,(L)) < C,(b) and second that 
B > Ql(Z(O,(L))). Now L contains a central involution x of G with 
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x E Z(O,(L)), so x E B. As j L I2 < [ G j2 then x # b. As b was an arbitrary 
element of B - Z we conclude that (x) = Z. Hence 2 q L, forcing L < K. 
This is not the case, so the analysis of Case 1 is complete. 
Case 2. [B, Pa] + 1. In this case there is a 4-group B, < B such that 
B, = [B, , P,] and B, x Z 4 O2 (S mod H). It follows that / S: C,(B,)], = 8, 
1 K: C,(B,)12 < 25. Set L = N,(B,). By Lemma 5.17(b) L is a 17’-group, 
hence solvable, so as Pz is faithful on B, then O,(L) = C,(B,). 
Now there is certainly a hyperplane of E containg B, but not 2, so by 
Lemma 5.22 we get O,(L) < K. Thus K, = C,(B,) < O,(L), and so 
Ka < No2tL)(Ks). Let L, = N&K,). Since 1 H: C,(B,)[ = 4 and Z(H) is 
cyclic, then m(Z(C,(B,))) < 4, so m(Z(K,)) ,< 4, so L, is solvable by Lemma 
5.17(b). As ( S: Cs(B,)[2 = 8 and [ H: C,(BJ = 4 we also see that Ka 4 
HN,(P,). As M n K < HN,(P,) then K2 $ M, so L, 4 M. It follows 
from Lemma 5.5 that Sylow 3-subgroups ofL, are cyclic. Combined with the 
fact that K, 4 K,H, this yields H < O,(L,). But then as C,(H) = Z(H) we 
get Z(O,(L,)) < Z(H), so Z = @(Z(H)) u O,(L,). This forces O,(LJ f K, 
against K, -c LV~~(~)(K~) 6 O,(L,). Th is completes the analysis of Case 2. 
The main theorem of this paper is now proved. 
